Introduction Introduction
The nucleation of ice on solid substrates is important in many The nucleation of ice on solid substrates is important in many natural phenomena natural phenomena Rain fall is triggered by nucleation of ice crystals on micron Rain fall is triggered by nucleation of ice crystals on micron sized particles in clouds sized particles in clouds Very little information we know about early stage of ice growth Very little information we know about early stage of ice growth at the molecular level at the molecular level To study nucleation phenomena directly on metal and To study nucleation phenomena directly on metal and semiconductor surfaces STM is the best technique semiconductor surfaces STM is the best technique It is difficult to image thick ice films non destructively using It is difficult to image thick ice films non destructively using STM since ice is an electrical insulator STM since ice is an electrical insulator There have been no STM observations which can track the There have been no STM observations which can track the growth of complete multilayers ( first one or two layers have be growth of complete multilayers ( first one or two layers have been en already reported using STM) already reported using STM) c. Contact from within the drop ('contact nucleation inside-out').
Crystallization occurs at higher temperatures in the two surface-contact situations
Unique features of this article Unique features of this article
The ability to image ice film of thickness > 3nm was not possible because STM relies on electrical conductivity and we know ice is a good insulator This is the first report of imaging thick ice films using STM by applying extremely small tunneling current and sufficiently large negative bias voltage With this new capability they have investigated how crystalline ice multilayers grown on Pt (111) Uniform thin films are often thermodynamically unstable and they tend to form 3-D crystals.
It is very crucial to understand how the morphology of the grown films relates to their energetics and equilibrium configuration Ice dewets Pt surface Evolution of crystalline multilayer ice films formed during annealing at 140 K They found that 3-D ice crystals do indeed grow higher by nucleating new ice layers on their top facets even in the absence of their deposition
The parameters that emerge from the analysis place bounds on the energetics of ice surfaces and interfaces
Sample preparation Sample preparation
The ice films were grown in UHV at a rate of 0.1 nm/ min by depositing water vapor onto the platinum sample held at 140 K For imaging purpose which is performed ~ 120 K , a negative sample bias of V sample < -6(±1)V When a tunneling current is as low as ~ 0.4 Pa no sign of scanning induced surface charges were observed Present experiment shows reproducibility of the images at the V sample < -6(±1)V When V sample > -6(±1)V the STM tip collides with the ice film and scatters material across the surface The threshold voltage corresponds to the energy of the first occupied states of the ice in contact with Pt.
Hence it is possible for the applied voltage to lift the energy levels of the ice sufficiently that the electrons can tunnel through the vacuum gap from the highest occupied H 2 O orbital in to empty states of the W STM tip The driving force µ for dewetting decreases as the crystals become higher because the change in the interfacial area per water molecule decreases as 1/h
